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ABSORPTION OF SOUND BY POROUS MATERIALS II
by C. ZWIKKtrR, J.V.D.EIJK and C. W. KOSTEN
I-aboratorium voor Technische ph1,5i¿¿ Tech¡ische Hogeschool-Delft

Zusa rnrnenfas sung
Theoretisch rvirrl gezeigt, class clie übrichen Materialkonstanten Strö_mungswiclerstancl und porosität nicht genüg en ztfÍ Beschreibung desakustischen Verhaltens von porösen Schallschluckmaterialien, rorr.l"r'dass eine clritte Konstante, der sogenannte strukt'rfaktor, ,rrb"ãirrgt i.die Differenziargreicrrungen eingehi. Der Strukt'rfaktor wird hervorgeru_fen von zwei verschiecrenen Effekten, clie beide meistens in gewissem .wlassebei jedem porösen Materiar vorhanclen sind. Der eine Effel<t rührt von clerRichtungsverteilung der poren her, cler anclere von etwaigen Höhiungen,die arn stationären strömungsversuch durcrr ihre besoider" rage tastnicht beteiligt sind, sondern sich bei ak,stischen Frequenzen bemîrkbarmachen durch eine Herabsetzung der Luftsteife.
Die übereinstimmung zlr''iscrren Theorie und Experinent wircl .rurchEinführung clieses Strukturfaktors wesentlich verbessert.

\ B. Introducúion. In a previous article r) we have compared thevalues of the acoustic absorption coefficient, measured t; ;. "" "few porous materiars, with the varue for that same quantiiy folow-ing theoretically from the assumption that the acoustic behaviour ofany material can be compretery described with the aid of two cha-racteristic constants, namely the porosity ancl the resistance to asteady current of air. It turned out from this comparison, that theexperimental and theoretical varues did not agïee, ìo that certainrymore than two characteristic constants are needed for the compretedescription of the acoustic behaviour.
continuing our former investigation, we have now measurecl at

'ormal incide nce the acoustic impedance of a few -"t".rui. "ìå nurr"compared the values so obtained with the value, that follows fromccrtain theoretical assumptions.

$ B. Theoret'icar bøsí.s. we are in the first place concerned with theconnection, between the rocar excess of pressure in the materiar, þ,
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470 c. ZWIKKER, J. V. D. EIJK AND c. w. KOSTEN

and the component in the direction of the propagation of the souncl,
of the velocity of the air present in the cavities.

This connection is deduced from the equation of continuity, to-
gether with an equation of motion.

In the case of a plane wave the first equation is:
ð9 _ ^ðu-òt-vòtr'

p denoting the density of the air and w the x-component of the velo-
city of the air - averaged over all the air present in the cavities.

Introducing as the connection between the excess of pressure and
the compression àpip the equation

þ:Kþ,.P
by which, therefore, K is defined as the modulus of compression of
the air, the equation of continuity becomes

(1)

For the equation of motion one has repeatedly introduced 2)

Aþ òu
-a*t:?fi*ott" (2)

in which o denotes the resistance to a flow of air, offered by 1 cm3 of
the porous material.

Further development of the theory from this base leads to a
calculated acoustic wave impedance Z* : þlu,depending on only
one characteristic cluantity of the material, namely, the specific
resistance of the air o. But in order to obtain the absorption-coeffi-
cient the conditions, prevailing at the boundary plane between the
air and the porous material, must be introduced, by which the cavity-
factor Z comes into play. For, the continuity of the flow of air reclui-
res that at that pler.ne the boundary condition a : h, w shall be satis-
fied, u representing the velocity in the free air.

However, at an early date already, another equation of motion
was proposed t) 1, namely, irr our present notation:

òþ 
-^^ôu | --Zii:u, a, low' (3)

The physical meaning of the new quantity ;1 has been interpreted

l
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in various ways. According to Kühl and Meye r") h p repre-
sents the total mass vibrating in 1 cm3, so that one must even-
tually consider also parts of the rigid skeleton material. Zwik-
k e r a) interpretes k as a round about factor. I1 the pores of the
material were all of them making an angle 0 with the ø-axis, one
would have to put å equal to 1/cos2 0. For in that case the pressure
gradient in one such pore is given by - (AþlAx) cos 0, while tl:'e x-
component of the velocity is the true velocity multiplied by cos 0,
so that N e w t o n's law can now be written in the form:

Aô o òu,

- a;coso: coso al

We observe here that A can be interpretecl in still a third way 5).

If, namely, one imagines the pores to be such, that the air can only
flow through a few of them, which are normal to the surface, rvhile,
communicating with these pores, there are lateral cavities in which
the air remains practically at rest, one can for a moment suppose
these cavities to be closed altogether. The mass force per cm3 will
then be 9 òufòt, ø denoting the velocity in the pores. Now, imagine
these lateral cavities to be opened again: the velocity of the air in the
pores will then remain the same, whereas the value of u in the for-
mula will be changed, as this quantity represents the average velo-
city of all the air, containecl in the material. If wbe decreased by a
factor å, onc can put matters right again by writing h p òulòt for the
mass-force, A denoting this time the ratio between the volume of all
the pores (cavities included) and the volume of those pores, that run
straight through the material.

The interpretation of Æ as a round about factor and its interpreta-
tion as a lateral-cavity-factor are both closely connected with the
inner constitution of the material; for that reason we shall call it the
structure-factor (Fig. 1). Generally speaking, the contribution to å,
due to rigicl vibrating mass will be s¡nall6) compared with
the influence on that quantity, due to the structure. As a rule
the round-about effect and the lateral-cavity-effect combine and
one is often not able to decide which interpretation would be the
right one. Consïder for example a grainy or fibrous material.

Alreacly in his article, mentioned above, Z w ik k e r a) made an
estimate of the structure-factor and arrived at the value 3. Our
estimate of å as a cavity-factor for the casé of a close packing of

o
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spherical particles yielded also a value close to 3. The values found
experimentally appeared to lie also in the neighbourhood of that
same number, though in some cases much higher values were found.
In our opinion it is impossible to assign to A one and the same value
for all materials; it characterises, beside the porosity and the resist-
ance to the air, a third fundamental property of the material.N

radius-2r radius-2r radius=,lr
Fig. 1. Three modcis of materials having the same cavity Iactor and also
the sameresistance o. The structure factor A, however, is different. For the
first and for the seconcl moclel A amounts to 4, for the third moclel to 1.
If one imagines that in the thircl case fibres are present in the pores,
vibrating together witli the air, the structure factor bccomés higher,

leaving lt. and o constant to a first approximation.

Fig. 1 shows, side by side, polous materials with three kinds of
pores, but with the same cavity-factor and the same resistance to the
air. In specimen 1a. allthe pores are inclinecl at an angle of 60" to the
normal to the surface ; let the radius of these pores be 2r. In 1 ó the
pores are perpendicular to the surface and their radius is also 2r; be-
sides, the number and size of the lateral cavities are such that the
volume of the straight running pores is only { of the total volume of
air. Specimen lc has only pores at a right angle to the surface and
their radius is r. On computing, these specimina turn out to possess
indeed the same o and the same h, whereas the values of the consti-
tution factor k, are 4, 4 and 1 respectively.

$ 9. Cølcoilation ol the imþecløncø. Starting from equations (l ) and
(3) the complex ratio þlu is calculated as follows:

From (1) we have, wiitten symbolically,

þtu:-Kala: (4)
ò lòt

Differentiating-(l) with respect to ø and (3) with respect to I and
combining gives

o

o

ô2w,pò2uoôu
ôx2-"KaP'K'at
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For the angular frequency co we have

and, therefore, lðt :'i.,
lA\2 , p Õ' pa2/, o \
\.Ail :-hka'Ila K:- á'f lr-i u*)

For a wave propagated in the positive ø-direction the imaginary
part of ðfòx must be negative, so that

ðã :-iudx
Therefore, from (4) :o

'f

(s)

Z,o: þlu : \/W t- i=9- ,' h7a
(ó)

while the expression for the entrance impedances for an infinitety
thick layer of the material becomes

z* - +: +\/heK
r.oL 

-.1 ,' nPo
(7)

For a layer of thickness I on the material applied on a rígid back-
grouncl, the general formula holds:

Zt: Z*coth ( --t : \,\ oxl
so that

lt

/-+ /, .-t*

t -i# cotriat/rk t i# (B){WZ,: ;
fn our further discussion we will consider in particular the cases

for which either o/Åpor )> l, or of kplo ( 1; the treatment of the
intermediate cases for which o./åpo is of the order of magnitude 1 is
much more difficult. This same quantity, however, decides the
question whether it is allowed to take the resistance õ.as relating to a
steady laminar flow of air according to Poiseuille,s law or
whether one must take Helmholtz' vicosity-waves into ac-
count ?). In the first case the resistance of a circular pore is:

up: uJ 
,

equal to the value measured on a steady flow; in the second case the
resistance is

1,-oa :7 v zTPo

which differs from the value measured. on a steaclv {low.
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Considering the case olkpr.l>. 1 first we see that by neglecting i
against of k7o: the quantity å disappears from the formula lor Z,; this
was indeed to be expected, as in (3) å refers only to the inertia term,
which was neglected in the end. In this case, therefore, the entrance
impedance can be completely calculated with the aid of the two
characteristic constants h and o.

In the other extreme case we have:

o
åpr

6N 1-1 Znp^
(e)

The imaginary part of òþx is then - ia1/kplK O
As we know, this part is always equal to -'j ^lt, c representing

the velocity of propagation within the material, so that

oK,, : -È. (lo)

Inserting (9) and (10) in (B), we obtain for Z,theformula:

t, : I,. ,, (' - , ;*) coth¡ e!(, - , 

";*) 
(1 1)

The fivefold occurrence of the quantity É leads to thé following
consequences:

I o. the velocity of the souncl has been retluced in the ratio as I to
'\/k,

2'. thereby, the resonance frequencies of the coth have been
lowered in the ratio as 1 to lk.

3o. the loop-width of the spiral, which represents the coth in the
complex plane, being determined by the ratio of the real to the
imaginary part of the argument, has increased,

4". the material behaves as a material of which the cavity-factor,
is å times smaller.

5". the losses (represented b5z o/,åpo) are å times smaller.

$ 10. Meøsurentents. In performing our measurements of the
impedance, we have used the interferometer method with normal
incidence. The actually measured quantities are the ratio between
the maximum- and the minimum pressure in the field of sound and
the location of the miirima with respect to the reflecting surface;

o
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from these qrrantities one can calculate the impedance by lvell-
known methods 8).

As an éxample of the results obtained fig. 2 shows the impedance
values for a porous plaster, known as Sorbolite.
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lrig. 2. Comparison of the acoustical impedance of a porous plaster
(thickness 4 cm, cavity factor 0,6 o : 8,0 cgs for a steady flow) with

. theoretical expectations. The circles are contours of constant absorption
coefficient.

Its thickness was 4 cm, h, the cavity-factor was 0,6 and the specific
resistance to the air was B d5z¡g sec/cma. The dotted line represents
what one would expect from theory, using these values for h and o
and taking A equal to 1.

The deviation of the theoretical curve from the measured values is
in the direction, which could be foreseen as a result of putting å
equal to 1. Putting É equal to 4 woulcl bring about a satisfactory
agreement between theory ancl experiment, pror.ided the value of o
is changed from B to 18,5. Now in our case the quantity o/Apo for 800
Hz amounts to 0,3. As this value is not much higher than 1, it is not
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allowecl to suppose that the value of o as measured from steady
current experiments may be taken as applicable. The dynamical
valneis in accordancewith H e lm h o It z', theory of theviscosity
waves higher and a correction factor 2 as demanded by experiment
is well within the range of expectations. In a follorving paper we hope
to enter further into the problem of the connection between the
dynamical and the steady flow resistance.

From our measurements we found that other specimina of acoustic
plaster and fibrous material behaved in the same way. In measuring
the acoustic impedance'of a layer of plaster, 16 cm thick, wç were
even able, while the frequency was variecL between the limits put by
our apparatus (160-1600lfirz) to describe two complete loops of the
spiral.

We can trace this same effect e.g' in the measurements by H a r-
m a n s f . Though he states that the general shape of his impedance
curve for cotton wool agrees with the theoretical one, his measured
points enable one all the same to draw the conclusion, that the velo-
city of sound in the cotton wool can only have amounted to 0,6 of
the normal one. For this reason we must put the structure-factor
å for cotton wool equal to about 3.

In a following article we intend to communicate the results of our
measurements on specimina of known structnre, for which, there-
fore, an estimate of the value of å can be macle beforehand.

Received March 8th, 1941.
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